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 Week of May 23 – May 27, 2022 

Musical Positions 
Have the players jog around the infield, using the whole infield to jog around and jogging around 
in random patterns, not the base path. Call out a base or position and all players must run to 
that spot. Players must touch the base with their foot. Make sure the players are not getting too 
competitive and pushing each other. Once all players have touched the base, the coach calls for 
them to start jogging around again. The coach then calls out a different base for the players to 
run to. Continue this process until the players have run to each base multiple times 

Steal The Bacon 
Split team in half with one team lined up between first and second and the other between 
second and third. Players will be assigned a number within their group. Both coaches will stand 
at home with the bucket of balls. The coaches will yell out numbers randomly. The player 
assigned that number from both teams will run out to catch the ball. The player that thinks they 
have it should call for the ball by yelling “Ball, ball, ball.” Be sure to incorporate both ground balls 
and fly balls and have them practice fielding on the move. Call out multiple numbers to add 
competition. 


	Artist Switch
	Sidewalk Chalk Maze
	Jackpot
	Stuck in the Mud
	Geocaching
	Rockhounding
	Rockhounding is a lot more fun than you think! Starting is easy. Brainstorm a list of the top 5 rocks in your region. Next, challenge youth to help you find them.
	Frisbee Golf
	Have youth throw soft foam flying discs into buckets, baskets, cardboard boxes, and other goals positioned all around your outdoor playing space.  This game can be played by taking turns in a big group or in teams, and you can incorporate extra rules,...
	Topple Ball
	Divide youth into teams of four and set up one cone per team with a tennis or whiffle ball balanced on top.  Have youth take turns rolling other balls toward the cones, trying to topple them over.  When the ball on top falls, the youth who toppled it ...



